Warsaw Girls Basketball
Culture of excellence
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Mental Toughness

-always positive
- extreme level of confidence
- embrace constraints
- consistency

-staying focused
-good body
language
-willing to learn

-giving into
fatigue -limited

-bad response to
mistakes

-blaming others

-poor body
language

Communication

-Very clearly expressing
thoughts & feelings through
speaking & body language.
- On the other side activity
listening and taking part, &
completely understanding
what is being expressed.

A lot of verbal
talking and listening
but not complete
understanding
between the team.

Some positive
verbal body
language but not
totally engaged.
Going through the
motions.

Closed off, very
little
communication,
indifferent to
everyone, not very
engaged with
others.

Some
communication
that is more
harsh/negative
towards others.

Bad/Harsh
communicating
with body
language
showing
towards that.

Competitiveness

-Everyone has competitive
body language and picks each
other up.
-Giving 100% throughout the
entire game or practice.

-most players are
all in while others
are coasting.

-players try
hard, but they
don’t push
themselves. They
are comfortable.

-Coaches are
pushing players
but players aren’t
pushing
themselves all the
time.

1-2 players care
but the rest
don’t feel like
doing the work.

-Don’t care
and are
resistant to
coaching.
Player
accountability.
50-50 with
coach and
player
accountability.

Team Unity

-Physical contact
-Constant encouragement
-Communication
-Bonding
-acknowledgement

-Occasional
reminders from
coach
-Good
communication at
times
-Having planned
hangouts only a
few times

-Some
communication
-Constant
reminders from
coach
-Some physical
contact &
encouragement
-Excluding
teammates.

-lacking effort to
pick eachother up
-bare minimum
physical touch
-No trust or love
-poor attitudes
with each other

-forces hangouts
-mean
comments/poor
tone of voice
-bad response
to each other
-limited physical
touch
-being selfish

-negative
criticism
-gossiping
-bad body
language
-No trust
-No
communication

Passion and
Energy

-focused fun
100% of practice
-uplifting
-eye contact
-consistent communication
- accountability

80% of practice
-loss in drills that
require mental
engagement not
physical. (5 on 0)

60% of practice
-”I’m tired”
- excused
-conscious
choice

40% of practice
-inconsistent
focus
-annoyed
-looking at the
time
-wavering
emotions.

20% of practice
-compliant
-tone of voice
-”pretending”
-hearing what to
do but not much
action.

0% of practice
No:
-focus,
intensity, drive.
-in your own
world.
-loss of vision
-body language
-going through
the motions.

